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Viscosity & 
Patterns of Flow

Bio-fluid Mechanics

3/12, 19/2009

Course website:
http://ezphysics.nchu.edu.tw/chi/BFM.html
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Important properties of fluids

- Density (M/V): air ~ 1.2 kg/m3, water ~ 1000 kg/m3

For at v = 50 m/s Papv 150021 2 =Δ=ρ

Too small to compress air (i.e. change volume)

<< 1ATM, so can’t fill the lung of a flying, 
mouth-opened bird

- Fluid compressible?

pVmv Δ=2

2
1

If water is squirted on the wall and halts…

All kinetic energy 
pressure-volume energy
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- Viscosity: Viscous ≠ dense, e.g. ρmotor oil < ρwater

θkF =Solids: … how much sheared; shape returned

t
kF θ

=Fluids: … how fast sheared; shape not returned

Fig. 6.1
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I. Viscosity
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Viscosity: Definition

Dynamic viscosity

dz
dv

S
F μτ ==

Shear stress = viscosity x shear strain rate

(unit: kg/m·s or Pa·s)

z

Fig. 6.2
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Viscosity: Measuring kinematic viscosity

e.g. Ostwald (capillary) viscometer

www.greentree.com.tw

www.oil.net.tw/lbg2006
/chapter/3-1.htm 
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In this class, assuming….

1. Incompressible fluids

2. No-slip condition

3. “Newtonian” fluids (i.e. constant viscosity)

4. “Steady” flow (i.e. same v @ same location)

5. No fluid-fluid interfaces
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Q: Why do fan’s blade become dusty &    
dirty dishes need scrubbing?

Velocity gradient

z
v

Δ
Δ

Free stream

“No-slip condition”

v v

0=v
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In this class, assuming….

1. Incompressible fluids

2. No-slip condition

3. “Newtonian” fluids (i.e. constant viscosity)

4. “Steady” flow (i.e. same v @ same location)

5. No fluid-fluid interfaces
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II. Flow Patterns & 
Reynolds Number
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Flow regimes

Laminar flow
(predictable, orderly)

Turbulent flow

Major difference– NOT the presence of vortex

When fluids pass through an obstacle…
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Transition: laminar turbulent

Two forces involve: inertial & viscous forces

l
Sv
ma

F
F

viscous

inertial

μ=

(individuality) (groupiness)

Re===
μ

ρ
μ
ρ lv

lSv
tSlv

… Reynolds number
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μ
ρlv

=Re
ρ, μ … of the fluid (medium)

l … “Characteristic length”
Convention: mostly in 
the direction of the flow 

Exception:

Osborne Reynolds (1883): In circular pipe of certain length, 
turbulent occurs when 

Re > 2000 (l = d=2r) or Re > 1000 (l = r)  
(our circulatory system, still laminar when Re ~ 4000)
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ρ
μη =

In water vs. air—

for a given size, same velocity: Rewater > Reair

but usually vair > vwater,  ∴Rebird ~ Refish if similar size

μ
ρlv

=Re
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Note: Re is just a crude number, so only look at its 
order of magnitude (usually significant digits < 2)
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A useful tool for making models:

For two geometrically similar situations, equality of Re 
Equality of the patterns of flow, whatever the individual 

values of length, speed, density, and viscosity 

Other use for Re…

Examples

μ
ρlv

=Re
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Re & Consequences of the No-slip condition

@ low Re, viscous force dominates;                              
with no-slip condition shallow velocity gradient

(semi-stagnant fluid surrounding object)

Daphnia Fig. 6.4

rake or 
paddle?

by Koehl

Male moth’s antenna

Leakiness: 8~18% (Vogel, 1983)

Fig. 6.5
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Films: 

Fluid @ Re < 1 & Re >1
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Streamlines and the Appearance of Flows

S1 S2

dl1
dl2

1v
2v

At the same time, 
volume in = volume out

dt
dlS

dt
dlS 2211 =

2211 vSvS = Principle of continuity

Conservation of mass

Incompressible flow in a rigid pipe…
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Fig. 6.6

Path of each fluid particle

(“pathline”)

Particles won’t cross Virtual wall 

3D ~ in tube (Principle of Continuity holds)

2211 vsvs =
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III. Vortices
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Flows behind a cylinder
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Re = 0.16 Re = 1.54 Re = 9.6 Re = 13.1

Re = 26.0 Re = 28.4 Re = 41.0 Re = 105

Re = 140 Re = 200 Re = 2,000 Re = 10,000
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Fig. 6.7: Flow around a circular cylinder

Asymmetrical vortices 
shedding subject vibrates
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Asymmetrical vortices shedding subject vibrates

Some problems—

Antenna of the car vibrates use spiral around to break the vortices

Chimney, bridge, tree problematic if vibrating frequency caused by 
vortices shedding = natural frequency
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How to make a vortex?

M

M

Rotational vortex:

A fluid particle does 
rotational translation

(Forced vortex)

Irrotational vortex:

A fluid particle only does 
circular translation

(Free vortex)
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Rotational vortex: fluid rotates like a solid

ωrvt = .const
r
vt =∴ M

Irrotational vortex: ~ skater turning about 
it’s body axis with different arm extension     

∴Angular momentum conserved

tmrvmr =ω2 .constrvt =∴

M
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Vt vs. r in a vortex

Fig. 6.8

Core

Core size decreases with Re.
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Various vortices—

Fig. 6.10

Some vortex phenomena & examples
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Fig. 6.9  A protozoan, Vorticella.

@ Low Re, harder 
to make vortices 
Need energy input

Record: Re ~ 0.01

[Some vortex phenomena & examples]
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Von Karman trail vs. vortices behind a swimming fish

Removes momentum 
from the fluid

Impart momentum to 
the fluid

[Some vortex phenomena & examples]
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Ground-Level Vortices

Ground

Wind What happens 
behind the chimney?

“Viscous entrainment”

Film
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e.g. A black fly larva

Use of Ground-Level Vortices

Fig. 6.12 (a)

Film
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[Use of Ground-Level Vortices]

e.g. Phalarope

Fig. 6.12 (b)

Obst, et al. 1996. Kinematics and 
fluid mechanics of spinning in 
phalaropes. Nature (+ cover photo). 
384: 121. 
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http://content.ornith.cornell.e
du/UEWebApp/images/fig2_
1305.gif

http://www.mbari.org/se
minars/1998/jan28_ha
mner.html

[More on phalarope]
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Shear motion within a velocity gradient 
rotation in solid body or fluid itself

Fig. 6.13
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IV. Flow Visualization


